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Cross curricularity
David Barlex explores the use of a primary design & technology activity as the basis
of a KS2-KS3 transition endeavour and a spring board for cross curricular activity
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Nuffield Curriculum Centre promoting design and technology in a reconfigured curriculum

The in service session
The first step in building teachers’ confidence
is for them to tackle designing and making a
small skilly. This was the focus of an in service
session held at Saltash.net Community School
in June. The teachers produced a collection of
small skillies, each one different. Note they
didn't draw their designs before they made
them. There would have been little point really
as the form of the skilly develops through
experimentation with the construction
materials. The concentration and engagement
are obvious from the way the hands are being
used and the serious expression. You can hear
what two of the teachers had to say on the
Nuffield primary design & technology website.

The unit in question
The Nuffield Primary Solutions unit Should your creature be fierce or friendly? requires pupils in year 6
to explore the creation of little model creatures using small pieces of card and then design and make a
full size model creature to welcome visitors to or deter intruders from their classroom.

The tiny model creatures are called skillosaurus (skilly for short) because the pupils learn lots of skills in
designing and making them. Teachers have been able to respond positively and effectively to the first part
of the task but, understandably, have been reluctant to tackle the design and construction of a BIG skilly.
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Teacher-made ‘skillies’

http://www.primarydandt.org/resources/key-stage-2,587,NA.html?type=38  
http://www.primarydandt.org/news/skilly-inset-reveals-primary-teachers-creativity,561,NS.html


Tanya Taylor, who designed and made the golden
seated skilly commented that actually carrying
out the activity using the tools and materials
that would be available to the pupils had:

… put me in the place of the learner …
and helped me to think about how to question
children and guide them in their making.
It gave me empathy towards how children
feel in a d&t lesson. It also showed me the
importance of patience!

The KS2-KS3 Transition Endeavour
Karl Sampson, deputy head teacher with special
responsibility for teaching and learning at
Saltash.net Community School was so
impressed by the work the teachers did on the
small skillies that he suggested it would form
the basis for a transition endeavour in which
Year 6 pupils at a partner primary school
designed and made small skillies at their
primary school under guidance from their class
teacher working with Dave Hayles the design &
technology AST at Saltash.net and then visited
the secondary school with their class teacher to
design & make BIG skillies under the expert
guidance of the AST. Karl chose the skilly unit
because he felt it provided a fun and exciting
opportunity for pupils to explore their learning
in a way which enabled both creativity and
collaboration. As neither the primary teacher
nor the AST had taught the unit “Should your
creature be fierce or friendly?’ this required the
endeavour to be a learning project for both the
primary and the secondary school, requiring
input from both. Karl hoped that this would
stimulate joint dialogue about learning,
thinking, creativity and how to create the most
favourable conditions to bring these about. 

So the plans were made and on the first day of
the transition endeavour Dave Hayles went to
Burraton Community Primary School equipped
with many envelopes of small card squares and
spent the morning and part of the afternoon
working with year 6 pupils in producing a wide
range of small skillies. Dave introduced two
important new techniques – threading a
structural unit onto a thin length of dowel rod
as a way of increasing rigidity and using a
partially blunted hole punch to generate a
“scale” effect. The children were entranced.
And the variety of response showed that they
were designing not simply copying the example
that Dave produced when instructing about the
folding and gluing techniques required.

Towards the end of the afternoon Dave
introduced the pupils to the idea of making a
BIG skillie and the importance of a team
approach. The immediate response was
enthusiastic but on division into two teams
the natural leaders dominated leading to much
argument and little positive communication.
The situation was saved, literally, by the bell
and Dave pondered on how to regroup in the
morning when the children came to the
secondary school.
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The BIG Skillies
At the secondary school the pupils were set the
task of designing and making a small scale
version of their fierce of friendly BIG skilly as a
precursor to developing the full size version.
The class was divided into two teams and
within each of these teams there were sub
teams responsible for head/neck, body/legs
and tail. This enabled Dave to check that the
designs were feasible and compatible i.e. could
be joined together and where not, to provide
guidance that the pupils could use would
resolve the situation The result was much more
positive and the resulting small models could
be used as the basis for the full scale creatures

So now the task for the pupils was to scale up
the measurements of their small models to full
size and use these measurements as a basis for
their cutting lists. Dave had produced several
sheets of strong stiff card by laminating two or
three thicknesses of corrugated cardboard
boxes. The material was robust but very
difficulty to cut – the band saw was the best
option. This meant those teaching the task had
to operate very much as technicians rather
than teachers to generate the parts required.
This took the activity over into the third day.
Despite this difficulty the parts were produced.
Dave was very impressed with the pupils’
ability to measure and scale up.

Dave demonstrated the key technique of using
gummed paper along with PVA glue to
assemble the cut parts into the required form
for their BIG skilly designs. The results were
impressive. Dave’s reflection on this centred
around the difficulty of keeping all pupils on
task and the mutual learning journey
experienced by both himself and the primary
teachers who attended. He learned lots about
the nature of KS2 pupils and they increased
their design & technology subject knowledge.
He also noted that at the end of a day of
continuous activity with the same 30 children
he was “on his knees” and wondered, “Just
how do primary teachers do it?”
A glutton for punishment, the following week
he repeated the experience with another class.
There wasn’t time with either group for the BIG
skillies to be decorated so they were taken back
to Burraton primary school where they became
the focus of work from across the curriculum.
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Pupils producing small models
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BIG skillies before and after decoration



The celebration assembly
It’s easy to see how proud the pupils are in the
group photo with the BIG skillies but this only
tells a small part of their achievements. With
class teacher Lisa Tamblyn they organised an
assembly to share with year 5 pupils what they
had done at Saltash Community School and all
the activities that the BIG skillies had inspired.
The assembly was impressive. Each BIG skilly
was carried in to a drum roll and a musical
accompaniment and placed centre stage. Then
members of the class read out examples of
stories and poems they had written about their
skillies. They even recited extracts from
encyclopaedias describing the skillies’ life
cycles. These coupled with the decorating of
the skillies involved work in art, English,
science, drama and music. 
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Scenes from the assembly
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A fledgling journey
It is worth considering the way in which a
pupil designs and makes a small skilly. The
pupils is not an experienced designer, in fact
he or she is best described as a fledgling but
the use of a stimulus to give guidance as to
the overall possible appearance of the small
skilly and advice on the construction
techniques gives the fledgling enough
designerly sustenance to carry out the
designing and making journey. 

This sequence captures the
key stages in this excursion.

The stimulus1 The supporting structure2

The modular approach3 The body takes shape4

Tail and head are added5 The finishing details6



16 Spraying finishes the job
- and it really is quite big

An expert journey
Beariing in mind the lesson from the Saltash-Burraton experience an
expert designer was given the challenge of a BIG skilly with the constraint
that the materials and techniques used had to be appropriate for year 6
primary school pupils. Hence the corrugated card used was from discarded
large boxes but NOT laminated. The fixing materials were restricted to
gaffer tape and paper fasteners. The tools used were a screwdriver for
scoring plus scissors and craft knife for cutting.

The preliminary sketch indicated the importance of the basic trestle
structure. Note that this was the only sketch the expert produced and
he deviated considerably from it as the BIG skilly took shape.
Once the trestle was completed the designer was able to ‘grow’ the
rest of the Big Skilly. The sequence tells the story of a journey not too
dissimilar to that of the fledgling but of course the expert’s eye for shape,
form and proportion plus the confident and fluent application of making
skills clearly make a significant contribution.
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2 Marking out 3 Scoring 4 Folding 5 The first A frame 6 The pair of A frames

7 Preparing the backbone 8 The backbone in place 9 Starting to add the tail 10 The finished tail 11 Paper fasteners hold
the tail together

12 Ensuring stiffness
in the back bone

13 Adding the body shell 14 The body shell is
finished and the neck
starts to take shape

15 The neck is finished
and the head added

16 Complete but
not finished

1 From preliminary sketch



Designers in schools
The recent Design Council report  Higher level
skills for higher value calls for for a scheme
that gives all schools contact with working
designers who can help teachers keep up to
date with design practice and increase links
with industry. Imagine the impact if the
designer who produced the BIG skilly had been
able to work initially with primary teachers on a
BIG skilly inset course and then with those
teachers in school when they were working
with pupils on producing a BIG skilly.
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Embedded links in this article

Should your creature be fierce or friendly?
www.primarydandt.org/resources/key-stage-2,587,NA.html?type=38

Listening to teachers on the Nuffield primary design & technology website
www.primarydandt.org/news/skilly-inset-reveals-primary-teachers-
creativity,561,NS.html

Design Council report
http://www.designcouncil.org.uk/en/Design-Council/3/Press/Skills-plan-calls-for-
UK-design-/

For further reading on key issues influencing the teaching of
design & technology, see the recently published:

Design & technology for the Next Generation
a collection of provocative pieces written by experts in their
field, to stimulate reflection and curriculum innovation.

Available  from the educational publishers CliffeCo at

www.dandt-thebook.com

This article is one of a series available
on the Nuffield Secondary D&T website.

www.secondarydandt.org
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